what’s next

By Bonnie Brazzell and Gil Lowerre

Are you taking full advantage of reform?
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given the cost associated with PPACA
extending employer-sponsored
coverage to workers who have
previously not been benefit eligible
in some industry segments.
Helping employers navigate
through the platform alternatives,
funding alternatives (defined
contribution, self-funded, etc.) and
fluid regulatory environment will
require a consultative, “holistic”
approach. A well-crafted benefits
package that integrates voluntary
benefits should be part of that
strategy.
So much with PPACA is still an

evolving picture, but for producers,
the glass is more than half full. You
are positioned to help shape the
market and capitalize on the nearcertain growth in the demand for
voluntary products.
Think it’s all too much? You
don’t have to go it alone. There are
people in the market today with the
expertise to become your partner in
change.
Gil Lowerre can be reached at (860)
676-9633 or glowerre@eastbridge.
com. Bonnie Brazzell can be reached
at (803) 738-1236 or bbrazzell@
eastbridge.com.

■ As the market prepares for the health care exchange system in 2014, look for voluntary benefits to
play a larger role.
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Much has been written about
how health care reform will impact
the benefits business—and many
times this has been focused on
the negatives. We see predictions
about loss of commissions from
health insurance, employers
dropping benefits entirely, and
employees buying everything
through the exchanges. But there are
opportunities in all of this. In fact,
we always say that “chaos” is actually
good for our business. We think it can
be good for you, too.
Let’s first look at some research
where we asked employers about
their plans related to the employer
mandate and exchanges. About 3035 percent of employers in our study
said they are likely to use exchanges
for at least some benefits. But a
significant percentage of employers
either don’t
plan to use
BenefitsPro.com
Read “HHS awards the exchanges
$1.5 billion for or, more
exchanges” importantly
for benefits
professionals, still don’t know what
they are planning to do.
The good news is that a significant
percentage of employers still don’t
know their plans. PPACA has created
an environment where you—as a
benefits professional—are even more
important to your clients. But you
need to be more prepared than ever.
For example, you have to be up-todate on the employer options for
“pay or play.” Employers are facing
tough choices with PPACA sharedresponsibility guidelines and new
IRS proposed regulations that will
affect pay or play benefits strategy.
The implications can be significant
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